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Wilmac is a premier provider of the best and most appropriate Customer Experience, Enterprise Voice Archiving (EVA), and
Compliance solutions for you - the decision-maker, leader, or information-technology-enthusiast who wants to bring the best
solutions and services to their workplace. Here you'll find industry news, upcoming events, educational articles, and hot takes from
our own  experts. 

KEEP IN TOUCH OPERATIONS ADVICE

February 22 NICE approved bulletins published on
Wilmac website
March 2 Wilmac attends RIT Career Fair
March 8 Mac Snacks: Gaining Control of Your Voice Data
with Wilmac
March 9 Wilmac attends Nazareth College Career Fair
March 24 Wilmac attends St. John Fisher Career Fair
March 30 Webinar with Nectar (topic TBA)

Monthly OS Patching

CONTENT CORNER

MAC OF THE MONTH

This issue's Mac of the Month is also the newest Mac...
Grace McDonnell!
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Monthly OS patching of recording systems can be a daunting
task. There are many considerations to be made before they're
applied, and post patching validation can uncover issues on the
recording system. Wilmac provides a list of vendor-approved
patches. This list is curated by Wilmac based on scheduled
patching validations from the vendors. Sign up to receive the
monthly patching list here.

For any questions, please contact the Wilmac service team at
service@wilmacco.com.

Grace was born on
January 25th, 2022, to
our Vice President of USA
Sales Steve McDonnell Jr
and his wife, Kerry. Known
as the newest "Lilmac,"
we're excited to welcome
Grace to the Wilmac Pack!

Grace Penelope McDonnell

Congratulations
Steve & Kerry!

The biggest thing to consider is recording system architecture.
Is there server resiliency in place? Will a reboot cause the
resiliency to failover to the hot spare? What backup options are
best to recover from a fatal error post patching? Does the
recording platform support patching?

Get the answers to those questions by clicking here.

Continuity Replay x Public Safety: How to
Manage Your Legacy Recordings
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Thanks for reading! We look forward to seeing you next month.

In emergency communications, what you don’t know can hurt you and others as well. Oversights don’t just impact daily
operations; they can endanger lives. Real-time insight into what’s happening in your center, what’s working & what’s
not, has never been more important. Unfortunately, these insights are often concealed in a myriad of systems and data.

NICE Public Safety
With over 3,000 customers and 30 years’ experience, NICE helps all types of public safety and criminal justice agencies,
from emergency communications and law enforcement to prosecutors and courts, digitally transform how they manage
digital evidence and data from beginning to end, to get to the truth faster. NICE’s Evidencentral platform features an
ecosystem of integrated technologies that bring data together to give everyone a single view of the truth, enabling
public safety and justice agencies to do what they do better – whether it’s responding to
incidents, investigating and building cases, or prosecuting crimes. With comprehensive digital
transformation solutions that can be deployed across entire counties and states, NICE also
helps everyone work better together, so justice flows more smoothly, from incident to court. 

NICE Inform Intelligence Center provides a single automated collection and analysis point for your incident data so you
can get to the truth faster. Real-time dashboards include dozens of metrics – like time to answer, enter, dispatch, on-
scene, even hello-to-hello time – which can be collated by dispatcher, agency served, or incident priorities and types.
You can even drill down from a specific metric to listen to voice recordings for additional context. Armed with insight
into what happened and why, you can then take timely action. 

Single View of the Truth: Consolidates data from multiple systems and calculates metrics
Always Know What’s Performing: Across all personnel, agencies and incidents
Identify Issues and Bottlenecks: Understand root causes by drilling through metrics to underlying incident data and
recordings
Drive Improvements: Display metrics on TV wallboards, even schedule and monitor QA evaluations from the
dashboard

Why invest in Intelligence Center?

Interested in learning
more? Reach out to
John McDonnell at
jmcdonnell@wilmacco.
com.

Incident Intelligence 
Timeline
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